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Onboarding
Check-in
Exit

Configure> CX Surveys
Under 'Category' Select "Employee lifecycle"
Select an existing survey, scroll down on the survey preview and select "Add/edit
questions"

Default lifecycle surveys
When you join Macorva, you will have 3 default lifecycle surveys built for you. These include:

These surveys are created using common lifecyle questions used by organizations. These
default surveys are a starting point and can be customized to meet your organizations needs.

Default lifecycle questions
In addition to the 3 default lifecycle surveys, there are 3 pre-built categories of Employee
lifecycle questions. These questions can be added to any survey and can be customized to
meet your organizations needs.
To view the question library:

1.
2.
3.

How to create Employee Lifecycle surveys
Macorva allows you to send lifecycle surveys to your employees to gauge employee
experience at various levels in their lifecycle. There are three default lifecycle surveys built
within Macorva. These surveys can be edited and customized to meet your organizations
needs.

To access the Employee lifcecycle surveys:
1. Configure> CX Surveys
2. Under 'Category' Select "Employee lifecycle"



5. Use the arrow on the right hand side of these to expand the various categories and view the
questions they contain:

4. Scroll down and you will see the 3 different question libraries:



6. To edit the questions in the categories, select the edit button next to each question. To add
the question to a survey, select the checkbox on the left hand side.

Adding custom questions
From the question library, select "Add new question"



Select an existing question group to add the question to, or select "Edit groups" to add a new
category

Question group 
Question groups allow you to group together similar questions to easily identify and add these
to future surveys. Once you add a question, it joins your library and can be inserted into any of
your surveys.

Multiple choice
Rating scale
Free text
Display only

Question type
Macorva offers the following question types for you to customize your survey:

Each question type has additional customization options. The different options are explained
in detail below.



Multiple choice
Question text: the text to appear on the question

Name: Short name of the question, this should be easily identifiable for use in reports, filtering, etc

Display answers: How to display the answer options
Horizontally:

Vertically:

Maximum number of selections: Allows you to set how many options users are allowed to select
This is helpful for "Select all that apply" questions

Answers: Enter answer choices here



Rating scale
Question text: the text to appear on the question

Name: Short name of the question, this should be easily identifiable for use in reports, filtering, etc

Display answers: How to display the answer options
Horizontally:

Vertically:

As numbers, large middle:



As numbers, boxes:

With stars:

With faces:

As slider:



Scale:  Allows you to customize the rating scale used for the question. 
 1-5 scale:

 1-7 scale:

 0-10 scale:

Labels: Option allows you to edit question labels on the rating scale



Free text
Question text: the text to appear on the question

Name: Short name of the question, this should be easily identifiable for use in reports, filtering, etc

Display answers: How to display the answer options
Multiple lines:

Single line:

Inline (small):

Inline (medium):

Inline (large):



Display only
This question can be used to add a message into your survey. It can be placed anywhere in the
survey, but as the name suggests, it is display only

Question text: the text to appear on the question

Name: Short name of the question, this should be easily identifiable for use in reports, filtering, etc



CSAT rating
CSAT driver(s)
NPS rating
NPS driver(s)
Employee rating
Employee driver(s)
Product rating
Product driver(s)
Custom questions
Notes

Dynamic Questions
Questions can be set to always be displayed, or to be shown dynamically depending on another
question(s) in the survey. 

Questions can be dynamically displayed based on:

Below is an example of a dynamic question:

After you have made all edits to your question, click "Save question" to return to the question library



2. Select the employee, email/phone, and survey you wish to send

 Manually
 Automated

Sending lifecycle surveys
There are two ways to send lifecycle surveys

1.
2.

Manually send lifecycle survey
1. Navigate to Employees > Send lifecycle

3. Select "Send"



Automatically sending lifecycle surveys
1. Navigate to Configure > Lifecycle

2. Select the + button to schedule a new survey



3. Select the appropriate survey for the schedule

4. The "Scheduling enabled" flag indicates if the configuration is enabled. If this is toggled on,
surveys will be sent based on this configuration.

5. Select "Company code" filter if applicable



6.  Set the survey schedule. You can set up these by days before/after employee
hired/terminated

6. Select communication methods for the survey

7. Select "Save" to save the configuration and send surveys based on the criteria listed


